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A b s t r a C t "s

BACSICH, P.D~: Amalgamation "Properties and Interpolation Theorems

Let T "be an equational the~ry of a~gebras of type T, f 1 ,fZ ,f 3

be sets of formulas in the first order language for T. T is said

to have the (f 1 ,rZ,f
3
)-separation property if whenever 4>e:f 1 .

and $e:f Z are formulas such that [4>]1\[$]=0, there is ee:f 3

with [~]s[e] and [$]1\[8]=0 (where [a] is the image of a in the -boolean algebra of formulas module T-equivalence).

Let 0 be the class of quantifier-free formulas and E [respecti

vely U] be the class of existential [universal] quantifications of

formulas in 0 . Every theory T has .(U,U,O)-separati~n.

Theorem T has the Amalgamat10n. Property iff T has (E,E,O)-separation.

Similar characterisations can be given for related properties such

asO Congruence Extension.

BAER, R.: Vielfachenketten in veral~gemeinerten Ringen mit asso
ziativen Ungleichungen

Ein [verallgemeinerter] Ring R ist eine abelsche Gruppe be~gl. der

Addition, genügt den heiden Distributivgesetzen und den Ungleichungen

x(yR) + x(Ry) c (xy)R + (xR)y

(xR)y + (.Rx)y c x(Ry) + R(xy)

(xy)R + (yx)R c x(yR) + y(xR)

Sowohl assoziative wie auch Liesche Ringe fallen unter diesen Be-

griff. Wir befassen uns mit Fragen, die die Endlichwertigkeit von

Vielfachenketten .

betreffen.
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BAKER, K.A.: Lattice properties preserved under formation of ideals

The following two theorems provide partial answers to questions

of G. Grätzer: Theorem A: Any positive universal sentence true in

a lattice L is also true in its lattice of ideals I(L).

Theorem B: If a finite projective lattice P is embeddable in I(L),

then P must already be embeddable in L. These theorems explain

4It various known examples. They are both corollaries of Theorem C:

I(L) is a homomorphic image of a sublattice of an ultrapower of L.

BANA5CHEWSKI, B.: A categorical view of equational eompactness

An extension E of an algebra A is~shown to be pure iff E is an

updireeted colimit o~er A of extensions Ea of A each of which

has a retraction E 7 A. This provides a characterization of
. a, ':' " . "

pure exten~ions, and co~sequently of equational eompactness, in

enti!ely.categorical terms and permits a dis~ussion of some'of

~he basic facts concerning equational compactness of algebras

in a general catego!ical setting.

BURRI5, 5t.: Congruence lattices of subdirect products

Dur basic result says that the global property of 'the congruences

of a subdirect product of algebras being determined by the congruen-

ces on the individual factors' reduces to the loeal problem of

looking at two factors at a time (in several interesting cases).

As a special case of these results we generalize a theorem of T. Tanaka

to characterize those algebras (in a variety with modular congruenc~

lattiees) which have Boolean congruence lattices. (If the variety

has permutable congruences we obtain a sharper formulation.)
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COMER, s.n .. : CANCELLATION LAWS FaR FREE PRODUCTS

This talk will.survey some results dealing. with two cancellation

problems for- free products of BA's and lattices. The first problem

has a -general f~rm. Let V denote a variety in which every two members

h~ve a V-free product. For a subclass:K of V, a member. A of V cancels

for K if for all B,C in K, ·A~:a ;' A*C implies' B ;; C. The first problem

is to give conditions for the cancellation of small algebras. ~'

Let Vfin denot~ the class of all finite members of V. Here is one

such result. If Ais' finitely generated and for every B in Vfin ,

Hom(A,B)· ~ 0, tben.A cancels for Vf " . Examples can be given forIn .

BAls to show-that finite al~ebras da not have to 'cancel for the class

of all den~merable BAls. Tbe second problem concerns the concrete

form of the cancellation law for varieties where it makes sense.

For example, if VdenQtes tbe variety of BA's or some variety of

lattices, then find conditions for A*B A*C to imply B = C. This

concrete cancellation always holds for distributive lattices,

necessary and sufficent conditions can be given for BA's, and

partial answers for bounded distributive lattices.

DAY, A.: Filter Monads, Continuous Lattices, and Closure Systems·

We examine two monads(=triples) determined by filters. Firstly,

the filter set monad ~=(F,n,~) over Sets where Fx is the set of

all (notnecessarily proper) filters on x, and secondly !=(~,n,~)

the filter space monad over Topo' the category of all To spaces

and continuous maps where ~X is -the filter space of the lattice of

open sets of X. We determine the algebras of both these monads and

show that they are bcth naturally equivalent to the category of
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Scott's continuous lattices with arbitrary meet and (non-empty)

directed join preserving functions as maps. Finally, using Barr's

notion of a relational algebra for a monads over Sets, we extend

his result by showing that Clos, the category of all closure

systems and continuous maps is.natural1y equivalent to a suitable-

reflective subcategory of all relational algebras over F.

EVANS, T.: APPROXIMATING ALGEBRAS BY FINITE ALGEBRAS

Let V be a variety defined by. a finite number of f~nitary opera

tions. Some .e~amples of. tbe following problem are considered. If

A is a V-a~gebra and P a propertf 6f elements, subalgebras, etc.

of A, if P holds in all fini te homomorphic images .of.. A, does P

hold in A? It is known thatresidual finiteness is preserved under

fr.ee products forgro~ps, semigroups and lattices. It is sho'wn

that it is preserved also for free products of loops, quasigroups,

Steiner quasigr6ups and other varie~ies .of non~associative systems

for.which we hav~ a firiite embedding property. Finite separa~ility

with respect to finitely.generated subalgebras is also shown to

hold for these varieties. If two f.g. subalgebras of a free semi-

tIt group have empty intersection, then there is a finite homomorphic

image of the f~ee semigroup in which this property is preserved.

The problem is raised of whether, if an element w cf a free V-algebra

on n generators maps onto a primitive element in every finite rel~-

tively free homomorphic image of Fn(V),then w is primitive in Fn(V).

The answer is affirmative for the corresponding problems for sets

if n elements in Fn(V) which map anto free generating sets in finite

relatively free homomorphic images of Fn(V).
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FRANCI, R.: A NOTE ON IDEAL CLASSES

Let (A.) be a family of. algebras.
1. ie:I

A has idealized congruences if each

A be a subalgebra of n A .•
ie:I 1.

R e: 'C(A) is linked to an ideal

of n C(A.). A class X cf algebras ,is ide'al ·i~f each BE~SX ha~
iEI 1.

idealized congruences. An algebra A is k-principal iff for ·each

compact congruence th~ least'cardinal of it5 sets of generators

is less or equal to k. A 'is super-k-principal iff for each compac~'

congruence R on A there exis,ts ~t most k elements .of
o 1 k-l rA: y ,y , •.• ,y sub that R ="{(x,y ) :rEk} (the bar means the

congruence generated).

We have the following theorems: Theor. If X is an ideal and

su~er-k-principal class t~e~ each algebra.in V X is yegul~r

(an algebra i.s reg.ular if eac~ co~gruence o.f each suba+gebra is

extendibl~ to a congruence of the algebra). Theor. If X is semi

id~al and k-principal then HP'X is semi-ideal and k-principal.

Theor. ·Let X be an ideaf and k-principal class such that (i) each

algebra in H X is semisimple (ii) C(A) is finitely equilimited

for each AEX. Then y X = ~~(Ln~ X) THEOR. If X i5 a.finite

class of finite ideal al'gebras such that H X is semisimple then

v X = ~~t! X •.

FRIED, A.: SaME EQUATIONAL CLASS OF WEAKLY ASSOCIATIVE LATTICES

A weakly associative lattice is an algebra with two idempotent and

commutative binary operations for which the absorption lows hold

and we have a weakened form of the aS50ciativities. We have an

alternative definition by join and meat similarly to the case of
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.1attices but the "partial Order" need not be transitive.

Some equational classes of weakly associative lattices are investi-

gated where the congruence extension property hold. This is a gene-

ralisati~n cf a.result cf Grätzer and myself. One can prove, also,

that these classes are finitely based.

GANTER, B.: VARIETIES OF "STEINER SYSTEMS

A variety cr of algebras is said to have property (k,m), iff

every k-generated algebra in a has exactly· m elements.

Theorem~ A variety with property (~,m) exists for

(i) k.= m

(ii) k = 0, m 1 -,

(iii) k' = 2, m a primepower;

(iv) k = 3, m 4-,

and for ·no other pair. (k,m) of natural numbers.

The 'suba1gebras of" an algebra in a class wi th property (k ,m) form

aSteiner System of. type (k,m)·~ For the values cf (k,m) which are

a1lowed by the theorem, we can give defining equations of varieties

such that each Steine-r System of the giventype is "coordinatized",

that the word problem is solvable and that the variety has the

strong amalgamation property.

GIVANT, S.R.: VARIETIES AND QUASI-VARIETIES CATEGORICAL OR FREE
IN POWER

A quasi-variety K is free in power K if i t has a meme'eF::·of:':

power K and every member of power K is K-free. This notion (due to

Tarski) generalizes the nation of categoricity in power K •
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Tarski -as'ked: if a quasi-variety K is free 'in ~ome infini te power

',i~ ~ver~_ no~-trivial (lEK K-f~ee (i.~. is K a free class)?'

Theorem 1: Let K be a quasi-variety' free in power K C~w), and

suppose, A is the cardi~ality of the K-free algebra on w generators.

Ci) If K is not K-categorical then" K=A and K .is 'a free class .

.(ii) If K is IC-categorical and A>oo .then,.K>A, and every non fini tely

g'enerat~d (). EK is ·K~fre,e; K has' a prime member and every (R EI has

a minimal prime e?Ctension (for A=oo, analogous results were e,stab

li~hed by .Morley J 'and Ba'ldwin-·Lachlan). The methods of theorem 1

,and suitaDle,~xtensi~ns of results of Urbanik (Fund.Math. 1963)

lead to a complete description -of quasi-varieties free (or cate

"goric~l) .in power. We' give'it here for free varieties .•

Theore'm 2:" If K is a free varietY.then K is polynomially equivalent'

to' one of the., following varieties": (i) the vector spac~s over a

skew field :T, (ii), the 'affin~ algebras over a s,kew field j

(ifi)' {<A,f> : f. i~ .a ..constant 'unary function .on A}

(iv)' '{<A,f> ." f is the identity function on A} •

GOULD:, M. I .: REPRESENTABLE CONGRUENCES ON MONOIDS

Given a universal algebra ~, define a congruence e~~) on its

. endomorphism monoid by identifying two endomo,rphisms a and ß

iff Xa = xe for ai"t subuniverses X of ~. Given a congruence e

on a monoid M, eall e representable if there is 'a universal algebra

~ whose endomorphism monoid is isomorphie to M in ~uch a way that e

corresponds to e(~). Theorem. ~h~ representable congruences on a

monoid M constitute a principal ideal in the congruence lattice of

M. The generator of this ideal is the congruence p defined by:
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2 . 2
apb iff for all tEM, {<u,v>EM :tau = tav} = {<u,v>EM tbu = tbv}

i I

I

The p~oof that p is representable is achieved by modifying the

algebra freely generated by a partial algebra that almost has the

required properties. As .a corollary of the proof every representable

congruence can be represented by a finitely generated algebra.

Further corollaries are obtained by examining the relation p

in specific classes of monoids.

GRÄTZER, G.: REFINEMENTS OF FREE PRODUCTS OF·LATTICES

For any nontrivial equational class K of lattices it is proved

that

1) any two free !-products have a commonrefinement' ;

2) there are 2m
lattice~ (in ~) of cardinality m that.cannot be

decomposed in~o a free !-product of indecomposable lattices.

HAGEMANN,J.: FOUNDATIONS OF UNIVERSAL TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRA

A th~ory of preuniform and pretopological universal algebras is

presented (preuniform structures and pretopologies are considerably

more general than uniform structures and topologies, respectively~

and consequently behave weIl, if combined with universal algebra).

Working in this general framework it ~s possible to characterize

equational classes K ~y Marcev conditions which have special

properties, for example:

(a) Every admissible topology on an ~EK'is uniformizable.

(b) Evety admissible topology on an ~EK is determined by the

neighbourhood system of every. aEK.
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If K satisfies (b)' then it satisfies also (a).

I f K satisfies (a), then, if "A is a top.ological algebra and

e a congruence on~, then the quotient topology is again compatible

with the algebraic structure. -

HERRMANN, Chr.: EQUATIONAL THEORY OF SUBMODULE LATTICES

The lattice va~ieties J{, It, E' generated by all normal subgroup ~'

lattices of groups, all subgroup 1attices of abelian groups, 'all

complemented modular lattices resp~ are studied. The basic result

is that A is generated by the subgro~p lattices L(Z;k) - p prime,

n, k<Q) • As a consequence, the word problems for free latti.ces in A
resp. ce are solved.

For n~3 we determine all subdirectly irreducibie 1attices in J{v~

- n n n"
which are generated by aJ:l n-frame: "L(~ ~), L(lpk), L(Zpoo) and

its du'al, and, for n=3, nondesa!guesian planes wi th' 4 genera'tors.

Applications: For'n~3, k~Q) L(ZDk) is splitting in J(v~(but there. p
is an unbounded epimorphism from L(Zn~) on L(Z~)). There is an
- p p

identity.valid in Jv~but not.in all A~gues~an latti"ces. ~o class Z

wi th r' s; :t s; vVv f' can be de~ined by a finite set ofaxioms . For

any n there is an identity Xn such that .Xn .is valid in the tII
submodule lattice L(MR) iff the g.c.d. of the additive orders of

any 3 weakly independent elements divides n ..

KELLY, D.: NON-IMPLICATIONS AMONG CERTAIN MAL!CEV CONDITIONS

Sand T always denote sets of equations. The "implication"

S .----... T . means that every equational class that admi ts S also
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admits T. Let n and k be integers with n~2 and k~'. Lower

(upper) ease Greek letters denote (sets of) equivalence relations
k .

on"f1,2, .•• ,kl. Bn (a" ... ,an ;r,., ... ,rn _
1

) denotes the "following

set of equations: (writing (~) for (x1, ••. ,xk))

"{f,(x)a1=x11ü{fi_1(x)ai=fi(x)aiI2~i~n-1}ü{fn_,{x)an=xkan}u

u{fi (x)Yi=x,11sisn-l'Yi Ef i}. ·

This set is of length n . Certain of these sets ~f equations,

ealled J-sets, are described. A K-set i5 a union of J-sets without

eommon operational symbols; its leng~h is that .of the shortest

J-eomponent. Theorem. If Sand T are K-sets with S· of greater

length than T , then S ~ T . Since the sets and M
n

appeari~g in the familiar Mal'eev cond~tions are J-sets of length n,

the theorem provides many interestin~ non-implications. Hy a diffe

rent method, we ~h.ow that P4 ~ M (modulari ty) ..

LAMP~, W.A.: THE LATTICE OF CONGRUENCE RELATIONS OF" A (FINITARY OR
INFINITARY) ALGEBRA

The followi~g theorem extends and generalizes almost every known

result on the lattice of eongruenee relations of a"finitary algebra

... to infinitary a1gebras. It also gives same new results for finitary

algebras. This theorem is the culmination of,some joint work done

with George Grätzer. We shall say that the join in the congruence

lattice of an algebra is of type-2 if for any congruence rela-

tions e and ~ we have that e v t = e · t • e , is of type-3

if e v ~ = e • t • e · ~, ete. The is relation product.

Theorem: Suppose q= <G;.> is any.group, and m is a regular

cardinal and, ~O and ~1 are any two m-algebraic lattices
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having two or more elements, and 3<n<w. Then there is an algebra,

m :sueh that: (i) Aut ( Cl) is .ison;lorphie" to ~; (ii) Con eoz)

is' isomorphie to se1 ; (iii) Sub(Ol.) is isomorphie to ~O;

,(iv) ~ is, of charaeteristie m; ev) the join in ' Con( 07..)

is of,typ~ n and not type n-l. Moreove'r, if IGI ='1 and-t;

is' modular a~d n = 2, then an O'l satisfying (i) - (v) exists.

MITSCHKE, A.: FREEMODULAR LATTICE~ FM(nM3)

We eonsider modular lattiees freely generated by the'partial

lattiee nM3 whlchis 'DuM3 where M3 is the f~ve element modular

nondistributive lattice: {~,a2,a3,a5,1} and D is a bounded

distribtitiv~ lattice with least element 0 and gr~at~st element

a 2, DnM3 ,=,' {O,az} and. the "Joins, (respectively meets) ,dv a 3 ,

dyas (dAa3 , d"a~)," ar'e defined only for elements deDnM3'.

Theorem. Let M be a modular lattiee and nM3 a relative sub-
. ,

la t tiee ,of M. 'Thm th~ followi.ng. eondi tions are equivalent:

(1) M is generated by nM3.

(2) M 'is isomorphie to the 'free modular lattiee generated by nM3.

(3) M is isomorphie to the subdireet power of M3 consisting of

all quasi-proper,· continuous functions from the Stone space ...

over D tothe To-space M3 with'{[a) laeM3} as subbasis.

MITSCHKE, G;: COMBINATORIALLY COMPLETE ALGEBRAS

The notion of combinatorial completeness plays a funda~ental 'role

,in Combinatory Logie" A-ealculu~ and in the theory of partial recur-

sive funetions and it'5 generalization~ and various axiomatic,

treatments.
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Definition: Let (A,F)=~ be a partial algebra (F a family of fini

tary.partial operations) and fqr each natural number n be

~n a (n+1)-ary algebraic operation of A. A is called combinato

riallY complete with re~pect to the family (~n)nEw iff the following

conditions are satisfied.
-" .

(i) (Enumeration)

;e For every m:lIl and every n-ary algebraic function of A there is an

(li) (s-m-n-property)"

.For all ~ ,mEto there {s :8.: total (m+ 1) -ary algebraic operation

s: such that for all y.yl.··.y~.xl.··.XnEA~n+m(y.yl ••••ym.xl •• xn)=

= tn(s: (Y'Y1' ~"". ~·,y~).xl ,:~' •.,x~) ".', ,'.-, ..

Mere and ..i~ the ,.foll,owing an' "equation me ans' tha,t whenever 'one' "side

i.$ ,defi~ed then is the other and both are. equal •

.Theorem: Every partial c'ombinatorially comp~lete ,Afgebra ~., (wi ~h

respect to (tn)nEw) can "~~ 'embe"dded as: 'a relative·- algebr~ ,'tnto
A .

a .complete algebra ~:·wi:th th~ ,properties-, ~ -, '.'
A

(1). "I.n ~'exactly the s.ame equation~ are valid as in A'".
.(ii) ~"'is combinator1'ally complete with respect'\'to the completions

of the .~n •

This theorem is a generalization and extension of 'a-theorem of

Dana Scott concerning models of combinatory logic.

NELSON " E.: INFINITARY EQUATIONAL COMPACTNESS

The concepts of purity and equational compactness are defined for

infinitary algebras in a way that takes into account the 1nfinita

riness of the operations. Several ef'the results on equational
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compactness for finitary algebras are then obtained, including:

1 • An algebra is equationally compact iff i t ..is a pure-absolute

retract.

2. If an equational. class ß has "en<?ugh" equationally compact

members, then every alg~bra in A has only a set of essential

extensions, and thence A has only a set of subd1rectlY

irreducibles.

,T.he converse of 2. n~ langer holds; ,the class of ~'O -Boolean algebras

has on'ly one subdirectly irredücib le member hut not every' algebra

in the class can be embedded- in an. equationally compact one.

PIXLEY, A.F.: EQ~ATIONAL CLASSES GENERATED BY FINITE ALGEBRAS

For a non-trivial variety ,v conditions A) and B) below are equi

valent:

'A), V'=.IPSHS(A)

~j- a)V is ·e"quationally semi-complete

b) V is local-ly f.ini.te·.

c) For each fini te subdirectly irredücible' a~gebras B in V

there are at most finitely many subdirectly' irreducible

algebras C in V whieh are not isomorphie wi th Band for .

which Id C = Id B.

For congruence distributive varieties, condition c) cf B) may be

omitted. C~nditions a), b) and c) are shown to be independent, Hence

an equationally semi-complete congruence distributive variety need

not be generated by a finite algebra unless the variety is locally

finite. The ,special case of a semi-complete variety of lattices

(originally posed by R.McKenzie) is still open, though this result

sharpens the question.
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QUACKENBUSH, R.W.: NEAR VECTOR SPACES OVER" GF(q)

Def.l: Let Vq be the variety of all vectoi spaces over GF(q);

then K
q

, the variety of all near vector ~pac'es';over Qf.ts2, is

the.variety of all algebras satisfyin~ all tw6 v~riable iaws holding

in Vq .

Dei. Z: Let S be a 'set and B a set" of il elem'en:.t subsets' of "S;

then' <S,~> is a Stei~er (Z,n)'syst~~'if for every a, ,aZES(a,faZ)

there is a uniq.ue bEB with' {a'
l

,azlEb·.·' . ,"

Theorem 1: Let. ClEKq ; then the l-generated' (hut not zero:-generated)

s'uhalgebras.of Öl. form a Stein:er (2~,'q'+1) system. Let <S~B> 'be' a

Steiner (2 ,q+l) . system; then there is an Ol. "Eic~ whose '-gen,erated

subalgebras form aSteiner (2,q+l) ,system isomorphie to. <S,B>.

Corollary':u: tf"'the~e "are S~eihe'r (2;q+l) systems on v, arid V z elements

. t'hen"ther'eis' a' 5t'einer '(Z~q+l) system' on: (q"-'lj'v,'VZ+v','+V2 elements.

Def.-3:: A 'varie'fy" V ,"·t's binary'if y .. 'lias ..'cl b:i"ila~y polynomtal'which

depends on both variables.

Def.4: A variety V ~as property (~) if every O-generated algebra

in . V' 'has exactly 'element, 'if" every .1.:..··genera·ted· '(hut 'no~t O~gene

rated) algebra. in V .has exactly m .e~ements· and. if every Z-generated

~. (but not l-generated) algebra in V has exactly n elements.

Theorem 2: Let Y be a binary varjety·with p~op~rty (',m~n). Then
'2

n=m and m is a prime power.

RIVAL, I.: DISMANTLABLE LATTICES

An element x of a lattice L is doubly irreducible in L if

x~Yvz ~and x;YAz whenever y and 'z are elements of L distinet

from x. A lattice L is dism~ntlable if every sublattice S
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of L contains an element thaf is doubly irreducible in S •

Sublattices and homomorphic im~ges of dismantlable lattices are

dismantlable. A (lower) fence'is a partially ordered set

"{xiIOsi<n} , (nsw), for.which the comparabilities that hold are

pr.ecisely: (*) x~<x·+l (i even) , x.>x. 1 (i odd). For finite
1 1 1 1+ '

even .n2:6 , a~ is a partially ordered set' {Xi IOsi<n} for whi.ch

XO<Xn- t and (*J are precisely the comparabilities that hold. . e'
'.Theorem. Let L be a lattice which contains Da infinite chains

and Da infinite fences. Then L is dismantlable if and only if

L contains DO crowns. "

Theorem. Let L be a modular" lattice of finit'e le~g.th. L ".is

4ismantlable if and only if: L ~ontains no crown of, order 6.

SCHMIDT, E.T.: CONGRUENCE RELATIONS OF MODULAR. LATTICES

Jeder endliche distributive Verband ist dem Kongruenzv~rband eines.

modularen Ver.ban~e~ isomorph. Eine Verallge~einerung dieses Satzes

wird noch vorgeführt.

SCHULT~ MÖNTING#, J.: ON THE ALGEBRAIC MEANING OF CUT ELIMINATION

.The property of a logical calculus to admit cut elimination canno~

be characterized by' one Universal algebraic property of its matrices

There are different possibilities to formulate a cut rule for one

class ~f algebras. It turns out that for each of some interesting .

classes of lattices "there is one .adequate form of a cut" rule,

which implie~ most of the incon~tructive algebraic properties of

that class. Using this adequate ~ule a cut elimination algorithm

can be given. Extending the proof of cut elimination to a calculus
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for derivable rules instead cf provable formulas one can solve

the general word problem for the classes mentioned above.

SICHLER, J.: GROUP-UNIVERSAL EQUATIONAL CLASSES

Call.an equationa~ clas~ E of algebras group-universal if

every group G is.is~morphic to the full automorPJ:li~~ group of

an algebra 'EEE • .

Theorem 1: Every regular equatio~al class R with at least one

at least binary essen~ial operation is group-universal.

Theorem 2. "An. equational class of. unary algeb~as is group-

..universal if and only if there. are. two" nonconstant 'polynomials

m.and n such that (m=pn or n=pm) for no polynomial p.

TAYLOR, W~:'THE 'FINE SPECTRUM OF A VARIETY

The.· fine spectrum of "a ..var~ety' V' is thc .functio'n, f v where'

.. fv(n) = the number o~ nonisomorphi~ models of V of power n,.

Var~ous s~attered resu~ts ·were mentioned.

Problem. Is [f~l. a closed subse~ of w
W ?

Theorem·. If fv(2~) = 1 and· fv(n). = 0 for n. not a pqwer cf 2,

then V is one of exa~tlr seven .varieties.

TIMM, J.: ORDERED UNIVERSAL ALGEBRAS

The concept of ~q~asi)ord~re~ universal algebras, the generali~ed

smothness-problem af FUCHS (Coll.Math. XIV, 1966) and some results

of CHRISTIANSEN and TIMM giving specialized sulutions have been
(

discussed. The main results cancern with the class of bidual quasi-
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ordered algebras, where polynomials p,t exist such that p(x,x)

iso constant and t(p(x,y),y)=x, t bei~g isoton in both, p in the

first and antiton in the ~econd compon~nt. Such algebras have the

following properties:

(1)

(Z)

(3)

xey p(x,Y)ENe=[p(x,x)]e (e congruence)

x~y p(x,y)e:P ~{xEAlx~p(x,x)

co~gruence~ permute and preserve the order in both directions

in a specified way

(4) The .theorem of Lagra~ge holds for finite A (GEWERS)

The problem of Fuchs is solved in this ~lass by

Theorem: If the formulas describing the monotony-sets are conjunction

of atoms Ql(x) = qZ(x). or ql(~) ~ Q2(x) 'with qzinducing orderiso

morphisms and constant qz-l q 'l' then the monotony-sets cif o-subalgebras

o-direct products and o-homomorphic images are described by the

5 ame fo rmulas •

WERNE"R, H.: WIIICH PARTITION LATTICES ARE CONGRUENCE LATTICES?

FOT every set X w~ have the complete, graph Cx with vertices

and edges E~{{x,y)lx,ye:x,x+y}. This graph defines an IE)-ary

operation FX on the partition lattice H(X) on X as foliows:

distinguish two elements a,bEX and for ~:~~ ileX) define

RlP :=. {(x,y) I 3 f:X~ X f(a) =x&f(b) =y& VU, VEX llfV-;>

~(f(u),f(v))E"'({U,V})} .

x

FX("') is defined as the equivalence'"relation generated by R$

THEOREM: A complete sublattice ~ of fi(X) is a congruence lattice

of a suitable algebra A=(X,~) iff Je is closed under Fx•
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PRO B L E M 5 SES S ION

(R.WILLE) Does every finitely generated modular lattice

contain a prime quoti~nt?

(If yes, then there is Da finitely, generated simple

modular -lattice of ~infinite len"gth).

(I.RIVAL) L lattice, J(L), M(L)" are join, meet irreducibles ex

cept 0, 1". L distr. ~ J(L);M"(L) as poset and

there is a maching i. e. f: J (L)0 {0.l ~ M(L) v' {1} bij.
l".. ":. ...

s.t. xsf(x).

DILWORTH: For modular la"t,tic~s' L~(L) 1"= IM(L) I

Problem:.Fo~ a modular lattice ~;~f finite length

is there always a matching?

~(Z~) P prime, lsks~, m~3·,;.

5(2.,4) <l> , 5(3,4)

(R.WILLE &' t.HERRMANN) ls the following" li,5t" o'f" 4-generated '

subd. irred. "arguesian lattices complete?

., M4 , 5(ri.~4), FM( ~~), FM(~O),

5(~,4) = 1,

$ , 5(4,4) = <$:> ,...
(G. GRÄTZER) It~s li~tle known about finitely presented lattices.

<f eq~. class of lattices, nEN s.t. IF &t(D) I = B'C)

Conjecture: F~(n) is not finitely presented.

&modular lattices, n=4 sittled by EVANS & HONG

(Alg. Uni v. 2,3).
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Does TIm belong to the models of the 1st-order theory

of . {nnlnEN~ ?

Is the variety of'all modular lattices generated by

its members of finite length?

15 the variety generated by the projective planes

generated byits finite ~embers?

If L is a sublattice of a proj. geometry of dirn n~

da its homomorphic images have the same property?

(G.GRÄTZER & H.LUSER) Have an identity which holds for pr?j ..

geom. but not for all modular lattices.

Can one "4escribe" the equations of the.variety

gener~ted by all projective geometries •

. .

(G.GRÄTZER) For a class &" o'f lattices AEAmal(&":) iff over A

~e can, amalg,amate' ROBINSON: Amal ( cl') is. cofi~ed in cf
-

(i.e~ every AE &t can be embedded in some AEAmal(dt)

of the "same" cardinality)'.

Find a modular lattice with more than one elt. in

Amal (Mod).

(E.NELSON) If G is a torsion-free group, each of whose proper

(E. F~IED)

. -- ".

su~groups is free, is G free?

(true for abelian groups)

For weakly associative lattices, the eq. classes gen.

c1tl~ /"-0 "0,, ./" "by ,,&/'" J ",\) , "~o) "" i:/o cover distr. lattices.
o

Are there any others?
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(R.QUACKENBUSH) P.KRAUS: A categorieal· if it is finite and is

the only s.i. in HSP(A).

Problem: If V is equ. eomplete and has a non-trivial.

finite algebra, is V generated by a eategorical

algebra?

If- A is categorical, is A injective in HSP(A)?

or does HSP(A) have CEP?

1·,

/
t

(H.WERNER)

(S. COMER).

(A.DAY)

A group G is funet. complete iff it is finite,

simple, non-abelian.

Problem: Prove that every funetionally complete group

has even order! Give theternary discriminatur function

on it!

Da there exist two non isomorphie finite subd.irred.

rings with 1. Which generate the same. variety?

Is CEP for a variety V charaeterized by som~ pro

pe~ties on tbe subd. irr. alg~ in V? Conjecture: No.

(R.QUACKENBUSH) Charaeterize the spectra of varieties of groupoids!

(G.GRÄTZER) If A is an a1g. lattiee with type 1 (~o) represen-

ta.tion,. is i.t the congruence lattic~ of an algebra

wi~h permutable congruenees?

-CE.T.SCHMIDT) Every finite dist. lattice is congr. lattiee of a

lattiee. Eve~ finite group is the aut. group of a

lattice. What about independenee?
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Conjective: Any alge lattice is congr. lattice of a

groupoid.

-Suggestion -. get rid. of H-invertibility in Lampe's

Lemma.

Can one define by 1st order sentences a class dl
of algebra5 (of type <2,2» such that

(1) VnEN 3! AE~ (up to i50m.) 11 IAI=n
( 2) AE <f, andiA I=p k ~ Ais a fi eId

(3) all fini te algebras in. cf are functionally complete.

(A.PIXLEY) THM.: If S(A) is finite then S(A) is arithmetical iff

f:A~ ~ A which preserves all co~gr. on A and

sati5fies f(x,x,z)=z, f(x,y,x)=x = f(x,z,z)

Questions:l.What i5 going on? (i.e. is there a MaPcev

theory for single algebras?)

Z. Can we generalize to infinite S(A)?

(J.HAGEMANN) Is every alge in an n-perm. class, when equipped with

a O-dim eompact TZ topology? a profinite top. algebra?

(S.GIVANT) Given a 1
st order universal theory which is ~-eatego

rieal. Does this imply it is wl~categorical (henee

categorical in everey infinite power)?

Known for universal Horn theories and for universal

elasses of unary algebras.

Can we describe all universal theories which are

w-categorical?

An algebra is strictly A-generated if it is A-generated

but not <A-generated.
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What are the. A-unigue varieties (i.e. 3 !A strictly

A-generated u~ to isom.)?

(A.DAY)(NATION-McKENZIE-CONJECTURE) If a variety has the congr.

(p=q)~property is it congr.-modular? (p=q nontrivial

lattice equation)

If p=q is a Malrcev condition ~ p=q implies modu

larity for congr. lattices?

(R.QUACKENBUSH) v variety, V
D all e:tlgebras ·satisf. all n-var.

identities of V

Vn variety generated by FV(n)

VocV1 s ... Sv~ ••• SV'f SVO

What can be sa1d about these chains?

For Yo~V,~•.. V and V~ ... =yi:Vo each pattern of

equalities- is possible, how about the whole chain?

I

l---

(M.GOULD)

(R.WILLE)

(G. GRÄTZER)

For L closed set of identi~ies, T(L)~{~_(L)ILF=L}

define· L1<L Z iff T(L
1

)=T(L 2).

Then L1SL2 ~ L2<L 1 •

Does the" converse hold?

Quackenbush 5 ais no, take. two independent primal

algebras on the same set.

Are the finite projective planes over a prime field

splitting in the class of all modular lattices?

Furthermore, are these bounded homomorphic images

of a free lattice?

Does there exist a class a: of modular lattices s.t.

1E Amal (§: )1 .
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An
be an algebra A contains F(A,n) (gen. by

(B. GANTER)

the projections) and A. What can be said about the

subalgebra G(A,n) generated by A and F(A,n)?

1. I s G(A,n) the free extens ion of A by n in E~ (A) (*)

if every first order definable polynomial is equa-

tional definable?

2. When does (*) hold non-trivially.

3. 15 there a theory of how to solve equations.for

. algebras. of a given variety, which comprises

a) flelds, b) groups talg. closed!), ,c) . cylindric

algebras?

A variety 1.) has property (kJ iff 1.7 contains a

nontrivial finite k-generated ~lgebra and ~f every finite

k-generated .(not ~-l-gene_rated) is generated by every

k of.its elts.

PJDblem: 1) for which· k€N 'does there exis t a variety

with property (k)?

2) Which combinatorial structures 'can be Ifcoordina-

tized" by algebras in such 'a variety?
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The following two abstracts were sent in but the authors could not

attend the meeting.

CSAKANY, B. (Budapest): AFFINE MODULES.

The idempotent reduct of a module is called affine module. Varieties

of affine modules over some commutative ring may be characterized

by the following conditions: idempotency and permutability of all

9perations, normality (permutability of congruences) and the Ha

miltonian property (all subalgebras are congruence class~s). Hence

it follows that varieties of idempotent medial quasigroups are

equivalent to varieties of affine modules. Systems ofaxioms are

derived for varieties of quasigroups which are equivalent to the

varieties of affine modules (=affine vector spaces) over finite

fields. Especially, the variety of medial Steiner tripie systems

~s equivalent to the variety of affine vector spaces qver the field

of order 3 (i.e., to the variety of idempotent reducts of abelian

groups in the sense of J. Plonka).

IWANIK, A. (Wroclaw): THE NOTION OF LINEAR INDEPENDENCE IN COMMU
TATIVE SEMIGROUPS.

The notion of linear independence in commutative semigroups is pro-

posed. Let S be a commutative semigroup with identity ,. Elements

a" ... ,anES are linearly independent if for any ki , mi~O, the
. k, kn m, ~. . k· m·

equa11tya 1 ••• an =a, ... an 1mpl1es a,1=ai
1 for i=l, ... ,n.

A linearly independent set of generators is called a basis. A decorn-

position of a semigroup with a basis into its Archimedean components

can be explicitely obtained. A semigroup with a basis has a kernel

iff it is periodic and has finitely many idempotents. In semigroups

with identity the linear independence is weaker then the algebraic

independence and is equivalent to G-independence in the suitable

monoid.

H. Werner, Darmstadt
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